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Abstract: In this paper, we present a benchmark result for end-to-end cross-document event coref-
erence resolution in Dutch. First, the state of the art of this task in other languages is introduced,
as well as currently existing resources and commonly used evaluation metrics. We then build on
recently published work to fully explore end-to-end event coreference resolution for the first time in
the Dutch language domain. For this purpose, two well-performing transformer-based algorithms
for the respective detection and coreference resolution of Dutch textual events are combined in a
pipeline architecture and compared to baseline scores relying on feature-based methods. The results
are promising and comparable to similar studies in higher-resourced languages; however, they also
reveal that in this specific NLP domain, much work remains to be done. In order to gain more insights,
an in-depth analysis of the two pipeline components is carried out to highlight and overcome possible
shortcoming of the current approach and provide suggestions for future work.
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1. Introduction

End-to-end systems are critical in the development of real-world natural language
processing (NLP) applications. The ability to directly extract valuable information or
analyze raw texts using a single algorithm or a structured group of algorithms eliminates
the need for cumbersome intermediary processing steps and the use of various systems
that are often not optimally compatible. This in turn leads to systems that are both practical
and streamlined, improving both their applicability and marketability [1]. As of now, many
existing end-to-end applications are restricted to the English language domain, while other
less-resourced languages are often overlooked. Yet, the growing global interest in NLP
applications for text understanding and analysis has led to the need for other mono- and
multilingual easy-to-use end-to-end systems.

Event coreference resolution (ECR) is only one of the practical use cases that would
significantly benefit from being embedded into an end-to-end framework. The goal of ECR
is to resolve which textual events refer to the same real-world or fictional event. Consider
Examples 1 and 2 below, in which two textual events were taken from two different Dutch
(Flemish) newspaper articles:

1. [België neemt het op tegen Kroatië.]Event EN: Belgium takes on Croatia.
2. [De laatste groepswedstrijd van de Rode Duivels.]Event wordt maar beter snel vergeten

EN: The last group game of the Red Devils should better be forgotten.

For human readers, it is immediately apparent that the two events refer to the same
real-world occurrence, being the football match between Belgium and Croatia at the 2022
World Cup. In fact, this ability to weave an intricate narrative web, not only within one
given text, but also across various texts that are read, is one of our greatest tools for
discourse understanding. For computer systems, however, this is much more complicated
since these lack the required real-world knowledge. Nonetheless, the ability to embed this
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information could hugely benefit practical NLP applications, such as template filling [2],
automated population of knowledge bases [3], question answering [4] and contradiction
detection [5]. While event coreference resolution is a challenging research topic in itself,
it inevitably relies on the prior extraction of events; solving both tasks jointly thus seems
a logical choice. Within the coreference resolution domain, studies that combine both
tasks, either in a joint learning setup or a pipeline approach, are designated as end-to-
end [6,7]. In this case, the textual events are first extracted from a collection of raw text,
after which coreference is resolved between those events. The ability to immediately
extract, analyze and draw links between aspects of document collections is immensely
important for present-day commercial applications, such as automatic summarization [8]
and content-based news recommendation [9]. In addition, the investigation of end-to-end
coreference resolution can be useful, as the relations that are being modeled are inherently
discourse-based and often break down both topic and document barriers, whereas most
current NLP paradigms are still based on local contextual word-level representations. As is
evident from our own understanding of language, local relations are often not enough for a
complete understanding of a given text or discourse. Modeling discourse-level semantics
can thus be beneficial, not only within the framework of event coreference resolution, but
also for text understanding in NLP as a whole.

In this paper, we present our efforts to create the first benchmark end-to-end system
for cross-document event coreference for the Dutch language. We first position our research
with respect to the state of the art by discussing both the available resources and current
methodologies used in the English language domain (Section 2). We then discuss two
recently developed corpora for Dutch event detection and coreference, which will jointly
be used as training data for the new end-to-end system (Section 3). Subsequently, we
discuss the creation of our baseline model for Dutch end-to-end coreference resolution,
which consists of a pipeline architecture composed of two state-of-the-art transformer-
based methods for event detection and coreference resolution, respectively. In addition, we
also train combinations of traditional feature-based algorithms to provide a comparison
to our proposed method (Section 4). We conclude this paper by providing a thorough
analysis of both pipeline components and by formulating a set of suggestions for further
improvements (Section 6).

2. Related Work
2.1. Resources

Data availability is one of the major problems currently plaguing the research domain
of event coreference resolution, even for the generally well-resourced English language
sphere. Additionally, the corpora that are available typically have their own specific annota-
tion schemas, event topology and general conceptual definition of what exactly constitutes
an event. This gravely complicates the applicability of event coreference methodologies on
datasets for which they were not originally designed and hinders general comparison. In
the section below, we aim to give a brief yet comprehensive overview of publicly available
mono- and multilingual event coreference corpora, listing their general setup, applicability
and possible flaws.

The OntoNotes corpus [10] has since long been the standard for benchmarking both
entity and event coreference resolution systems in the English language domain. This large-
scale multi-domain text collection includes Treebank [11], Propbank [12,13] and within-
document coreference annotations both at the entity and event level. A notable caveat of
the OntoNotes corpus, however, is that no distinction is made between the entity and event
labels; as such, they are both simply designated as a mention. While the tasks of entity and
event coreference share certain aspects, it should be noted that the challenges researchers
are currently faced with for both tasks are largely different. Furthermore, verbal events
in particular are not fully defined for the OntoNotes corpus on a fundamental level and
can only be designated as a single-word mention if there exists a noun phrase equivalent
of the same real-world or fictional event. This in turn makes the data less consistent,
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especially with the expressed goal in mind to develop practical real-world application
driven by coreference resolution algorithms. The ACE corpora, and more specifically ACE
2005 [14], are generally also accepted as a solid evaluation standard. Limited to events of
a set of 100 predefined type actions, the ACE 2005 corpus includes event and coreference
annotation on a within-document level for both English and, to a more limited extent,
Chinese. While the event schema for ACE is fairly limited, its general approach has been
adopted and expanded throughout the years. For instance, the TAC-KBP corpora [15] try
to build upon the ACE methodology by not only expanding the event typology, but also by
including a more complex and information-rich annotation style for the events contained in
the documents. This multilingual dataset includes documents for English, Arabic, Chinese
and Spanish and considers coreferential links at the within-document level. Note that all of
the aforementioned datasets strictly annotate coreferential links on the within-document
level and that for cross-document event coreference resolution, available resources are
even more scarce. The accepted standard for benchmarking in cross-document research
is the monolingual English ECB+ corpus [16], itself an extension of the more limited ECB
corpus [17]. The corpus includes a significant number of newspaper documents in which
multi-word event spans are annotated using a schema based on the highly informational
Rich ERE guidelines for event annotation [18]. The second and final cross-document corpus
for English is the more recently developed WEC-Eng dataset [19], which adopts a novel
method of semi-automatically leveraging data, where both event mentions and coreference
links between events are not restricted to pre-defined topics.

In the Dutch language domain, there exist two event coreference datasets. While the
larger of the two constitutes the majority of the data used in our own experiments and
will therefore be discussed in detail in Section 3, it is still useful to briefly discuss the more
limited MeanTime Newsreader [20] corpus. This richly annotated event dataset contains
cross-document level coreference annotations for English, Dutch, Spanish and Italian and
deals with largely unrestricted events. However, the documents collected in this dataset
are limited to four specific topic domains, and the Dutch, Spanish and Italian sections of
the dataset have been machine-translated from the original English texts. Moreover, the
event and coreferential annotation of the Italian and Spanish sections have not been carried
out manually but rather through cross-lingual projection.

2.2. Methodology

Methods in event coreference resolution usually follow the same paradigms that
exist for entity coreference research [21]. Note here that all of the methods discussed
below are situated exclusively in the English and Chinese language domains. The very
limited research on the Dutch language specifically will be further discussed in Section 4.
Currently, three paradigms for resolving coreference are widely used. First and foremost is
the mention-pair approach, which transforms the creation of coreferential mention clusters
into a pairwise classification task in which pairs of event mentions are generated and a
binary classification algorithm determines whether or not these are indeed coreferent. Next,
a clustering algorithm is applied to reconstruct an event coreference chain representation
of the binary output. The classification algorithms used in these mention-pair setups
have followed the natural progression of machine learning methods commonly used
in NLP in recent years. In the past, feature-based approaches, such as support vector
machines [22], decision trees [23] and deep neural networks [24], were primarily used.
From these studies, it became clear that outward lexical similarity was the prime indicator
of coreference, with features based on (partial) string matching being most effective [7].
Additionally, features modeling document structure had some limited success in within-
document contexts [7,25]. More recently, however, feature-based approaches in coreference
resolution have been challenged by transformer-based approaches in which large language
models are used to generate strong contextual mention representations, which are then
used as a basis for the classification algorithms [26,27]. For the English language domain
specifically, span-based transformer approaches [28] have been shown to attain state-of-the-
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art results [6]. These pre-trained language models are specifically tuned toward encoding
longer word sequences, which in turn results in stronger event (multi-word) contextual
representations. While mention-pair models perform best overall in coreference resolution
tasks, a noticeable shortcoming is their inability to consider an event coreference chain
consisting of more than two events collectively. This is because the algorithm boils down to
pairwise decisions and not to a decision based on the discourse as a whole. This is exactly
what the second paradigm, mention-ranking, attempts to combat to a certain extent. Within
this framework, a ranking of a mention’s possible antecedents is generated from the feature
representation of both the mention and its antecedents. Some algorithms following this
approach create coreferential chain partitions of the text as a whole, generating a combined
probability of all coreferential relations within it [29]. Finally, a third accepted methodology
is that of easy-first modeling. Following the successful application of rule-based multi-
pass sieve algorithms in entity coreference studies [30], the multi-stage approach has also
been evaluated in event coreference research [31]. Multiple classification rules or sieves
are set up in order of decreasing precision, resulting in a system where comparatively
‘easier’ mentions are resolved first. While the rule systems are primarily based on pairwise
comparisons between event pairs, there exists the option to embed global coreference
cluster information, circumventing, albeit to a minor extent, the aforementioned problems
with mention-pair approaches. Additionally, it is possible to further boost the performance
of these easy-first methods by including techniques such as within-chain event argument
propagation [32] and agglomerative clustering [33].

All methods and algorithms detailed above are strictly for the resolution of coreferen-
tial links based on given gold-standard event mentions. However, in an end-to-end setup,
those mentions will first need to be extracted from raw text. Generally, two approaches are
possible for end-to-end coreference resolution: pipeline or joint methods. In a pipeline setup,
the detection and resolution of event mentions are seen as two distinct components, and
any self-contained event detection method can be paired with any of the resolution methods
described above. While the implementation of such systems is relatively straightforward
and highly modifiable, they notoriously suffer from error propagation, as errors made in
one of the components get passed as the input for the next component with no method
to reliably rectify them. Joint event coreference resolution, on the other hand, attempts
to model both the detection and coreference resolution of events at the same time. The
joint modeling paradigm can be realized by employing methods such as Markov logic
networks [34] and integer linear programming [35] to perform joint inference. The two
components in the task can improve one another by embedding background knowledge for
each component in the task as a set of constraints. Another approach to joint coreference
resolution can be full-on joint learning, where the two tasks are merged as a structured
prediction problem and learned through a segment-based decoding algorithm [36]. Overall,
joint methods, with joint inference methods in particular, obtain the best results within
the field [6], especially when combined with well-performing entity coreference resolution
systems [7] and transformer-based architectures [28].

3. Data

Currently, two large event-based datasets exist for the Dutch language: EventDNA
(Section 3.1) and ENCORE (Section 3.2). It should be noted, however, that only one of
those—ENCORE—includes coreferential annotations. In the following sections, we briefly
highlight the main features of these two corpora by discussing their general design and
respective annotations.

3.1. EventDNA

The EventDNA corpus [37] consists of a total of 1773 news documents, each of them
composed of a title and lead paragraph from a given newspaper article. The article data
were sourced from a larger collection of newspaper information collected within the sphere
of the NewsDNA project [38]. The NewsDNA collection contains newspaper articles that
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were published online in between 2018 and 2019 from a large variety of Dutch (Flemish)
sources, such as national (De Morgen, Het Nieuwsblad, Het Laatste Nieuws, De Standaard) and
regional (Het Belang van Limburg) newspapers. Additionally, articles published on the news
website of the Flemish public broadcasting agency (VRT News) were included.

Annotation of the news texts was performed at two levels. First, textual entities
were annotated and coreferential links drawn between them at a within-document level.
Secondly, textual events were annotated. The event annotation scheme was based on the
rich ERE guidelines [18], which provide a framework for the annotation of multi-word
event spans with event attributes such as type and subtype. These types are part of a
predefined taxonomy, as exemplified for the Life event in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Type and subtype for the Life events defined in the ERE guidelines.

Event Type Event Subtype

Life beBorn
Life die
Life divorce
Life injure
Life marry

The authors of the corpus also included an Unknown type label in order to label
important events that do not fall within the predefined ERE taxonomy, meaning that the
corpus comprises unrestricted events. Additionally, a set of event characteristics was
defined. This includes the importance or prominence (main event/Background event) of an
event within the news document, the tense of the event (past, present or future), negation and
sentiment. Finally, each event is composed of a series of event arguments. These arguments
provide additional information about the real world event and correspond well to the wh-
questions: what, who, where, when, why and how? The arguments that can be annotated
for each event are dependent on the predefined event type. Examples 3 and 4 denote two
fully annotated events using the EventDNA annotation schema.

3. [[Moordenaar Kitty Van Nieuwenhuyse]PERSON komt niet vrij.]Event|Justice|ReleaseParole
EN: Kitty Van Nieuwenhuyse’s murderer will not be released.

4. [De finale van het WK voetbal 2022.]Event|Unknown EN: The final of the 2022 World Cup.

3.2. ENCORE

The ENCORE corpus [39] is the largest cross-document unrestricted event coreference
corpus in the Dutch language domain. It contains 1015 full newspaper documents, sourced
from the aforementioned NewsDNA data collection [38]. However, it should be noted that
none of the documents in the ENCORE corpus are present in the EventDNA dataset. Like
many event-based corpora, entity-level annotations are also included, but only when said
entities are part of an annotated event span and coreference relations between those entities
are also indicated on a within-document level.

Unlike the EventDNA corpus, the textual event annotations within the ENCORE
corpus are based on different annotation guidelines. Within ENCORE, event annotations
were inspired by the ECB+ event coreference corpus [40] in order to provide a more
streamlined comparison between English and Dutch event coreference resolution. This
implies that within ENCORE, events can be both nominal and verbal, single- or multi-
word expressions and typically consist of a central event action (or trigger) and a series of
spatio-temporal and participant arguments. A noticeable difference between the ENCORE
corpus and EventDNA is the lack of a predefined event taxonomy, allowing for unrestricted
event annotation in the dataset. The absence of an event taxonomy naturally results in
generic arguments, such as location, time, human participant and non-human participant, rather
than event-specific arguments, which are found in many of the earlier-mentioned corpora.
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Examples 5 and 6 illustrate how the events in Examples 3 and 4 have been annotated within
the ENCORE framework.

5. [[Moordenaar Kitty Van Nieuwenhuyse.]HUMANPARTICIPANT komt niet vrijAction]Event
EN: Kitty Van Nieuwenhuyse’s murderer will not be released.

6. [De [finale]Action van het WK voetbal 2022TIME.]Event EN: The final of the 2022 World
Cup.

In addition to the actual events, a set of event characteristics, such as prominence, realis
and sentiment were also annotated, similarly to the events in the EventDNA corpus. In
the ENCORE corpus, a total of 15,407 events were annotated, of which 3698 were nominal
constituents and 11,709 were verbal events. Additionally, a total of 35,315 event arguments
were also annotated in the entire corpus. Table 2 lists the number of document, tokens and
events annotated in both Dutch corpora.

Table 2. Respective sizes of the two corpora, based on the number of documents, tokens and
annotated events.

EventDNA ENCORE

Documents 1773 1015
Tokens 106,106 849,555
Events 7409 15,407

Arguably, the most important component in the ENCORE corpus is the annotation of
coreference, which is annotated at both the entity and event levels. While entity coreference
annotations are restricted to the within-document level, event coreference annotations
are indicated both within and beyond document borders. The latter cross-document
annotations were performed within larger topic clusters containing documents relating to
the same events. For two events to be considered coreferent, three conditions had to be
fulfilled: the two events must happen at the same time (1), in the same place (2), and the
same participants must be involved (3). In total, the corpus contains 1018 within-document
and 1578 cross-document event coreference chains (i.e., clusters of 2 or more coreferring
events), making it comparable in size to the large-scale English-language datasets that were
discussed in Section 2. Furthermore, each chain contains, on average, seven events and the
cross-document chains span an average of 5–6 documents.

4. Experiments and Methodology

In our experiments, we aim to perform end-to-end cross-document event coreference
resolution for the Dutch language for the first time. Concretely, we aim to extract events
from raw text and predict which of those events refer to the same real-world event.

Our proposed model comes in the form of a pipeline architecture, where the event
detection component feeds directly into the event coreference classification algorithm.
To this purpose, we merge two fully closed pre-trained models for detection [41] and
coreference resolution [25], respectively. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the
proposed end-to-end pipeline.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the pipeline model.
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As discussed above in Section 2, joint models often have an edge over pipeline archi-
tectures; however, we still opt for the latter as our preferred setup for two reasons. First, the
lack of existing work on Dutch end-to-end event coreference resolution obliges us to build
a method from scratch. While an existing architecture from another language domain, such
as English, could be used here, it has been shown in previous work on Dutch gold-standard
event coreference resolution that extending these models to incorporate Dutch typically
leads to a significant drop in performance [25]. Moreover, the aforementioned different
styles of event and coreference annotation and corpus structure, both between various
English-language datasets and between the most commonly used benchmark datasets and
the Dutch corpora used in this paper, would gravely complicate both the adaptation and
comparison of existing systems. The second reason to opt for a pipeline architecture is more
fundamental. The main goal of this paper is to tackle the task of Dutch end-to-end event
coreference resolution for the first time and as such create a benchmark. We believe that
combining existing components is the most logical choice for such a baseline. Additionally,
by separating the steps of the task we allow ourselves to perform more fine-grained error
analyses on these individual components, which in turn can lead to the development of
better performing and even end-to-end joint models in the future.

In the sections below, we discuss the individual components of the proposed pipeline,
our experimental setup, and the various metrics for evaluating coreference resolution.

4.1. Event Extraction Model

In order to detect events from raw text, we employ the Dutch extraction model that
was presented in Desot et al. [41], which was trained and tested on the EventDNA cor-
pus [37]. This method for multi-word event extraction consists of a two-step approach,
which first selects candidate event spans based on syntactic parsing and then applies a
transformer-based classification algorithm in order to assign the candidate span to one of
three categories: no event, main event or background event. In addition, we compare this ap-
proach to a baseline token-level conditional random field (CRF) classification algorithm [37]
in order to compare the proposed algorithm to more traditional feature-based machine
learning approaches to event detection.

4.1.1. Selection of Candidate Events

In order to select candidate multi-word event mentions, raw text is first parsed using
the Dutch syntactic parser Alpino [42]. Then, a series of manually constructed rules are
applied to the parser output in order to obtain main and subclauses, which are subsequently
encoded and fed into the classification algorithm.

Candidate event extraction through syntactic clauses has two notable caveats that
need to be addressed before discussing the second component of this algorithm.

First and foremost, because this extraction algorithm only considers main and sub-
clauses in the sentences as possible events, nominal events embedded within another event
are typically not considered. This inevitably means that some events will not be detected,
as illustrated in Example 7.

7. De wapenstilstand van 11 November maakte een einde aan de Eerste wereldoorlog.
EN: The truce on the eleventh of November ended the first world war.

In this case, only the clause De wapenstilstand van 11 November maakte een einde aan de
Eerste wereldoorlog will be extracted, but the nominal constituent events De wapenstilstand
and de Eerste wereldoorlog, both events in their own right, will not be considered.

A second and more general issue is that the extracted clauses do not necessarily fully
overlap with the annotated gold-standard events. In order to allow for evaluation of the
coreference component in the pipeline, a mapping needs to be created where extracted
spans are mapped as accurately as possible to their gold-standard equivalent. Naturally,
extracted spans that are not part of an annotated event lack such mapping, but are still
considered in the coreference resolution evaluation. Manually mapping candidate spans
to gold-standard events would be both intensive and time-consuming. We therefore
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opted, following Desot et al. [41], for a transformer-based mapping algorithm, where span
embeddings are generated through a SentenceBERT [43] model. Then, cosine similarity is
computed per sentence between all extracted clauses and annotated gold-standard events
in that sentence. The best-matching extracted clause is then mapped to the respective gold-
standard event. From that moment on, the candidate clause and annotated event share a
unique internal ID, which is subsequently used to compute the evaluation metrics for each
of the tasks in the event detection approach. Note that the event mapping is only used for
the calculation of the various evaluation metrics and not in the classification of candidate
events itself. Figure 2 below provides a detailed visualization of this mapping process.

Figure 2. Visualization of the mapping of events and candidates in the same sentence.

4.1.2. Classification of Candidate Events

After extracting and mapping potential multi-word event spans, these are subse-
quently classified as either an event or no event through a transformer-based classification
algorithm. Standard transformer models consist of an encoder–decoder network employing
both self-attention (encoder) and attention (decoder) and have been shown to perform
extremely well in various domains, ranging from vision to NLP [44]. BERT (bidirectional
encoder representations from transformers) models [45] are able to create strong contextual
vector representations of language by stacking several encoder layers (12 in a regular-sized
setup) and enhancing these by applying multi-head self-attention. These models are first
trained to generate strong contextual embeddings through masked language modeling
(MLM) and next sentence prediction (NSP) tasks on large quantities of unlabeled data
(pre-training). Then, pre-training model weights are initialized, and the models are trained
again on a smaller labeled dataset, allowing them to generate task-specific contextual lan-
guage embeddings (fine-tuning). Since their inception, BERT-based models have shown to
attain state-of-the-art results on a large variety of NLP tasks, such as emotion detection [46],
relation extraction [47] and question answering [48].

In the setup presented here, we rely on the Dutch monolingual BERTje model [49].
BERTje was pre-trained on a total of around 2.4B tokens of high-quality Dutch texts, which
include the Dutch Sonar-500 [50] and TwNC [51] corpora, Wikipedia data, historical fiction
and a large collection of Dutch online newspaper articles collected over a 4-year period. As
a significant portion of the BERTje pre-training data is made out of newspaper articles, we
believe this model is particularly fit for event-related tasks.

Concretely, we employ the model used by Desot et al. [41] to classify the candidate
event spans. This model was fine-tuned on a part of the EventDNA dataset. As this is
a span-based classification task, a special [CLS] classification token was inserted at the
beginning of each candidate span, serving as aggregate representation for the entire span.
Each span was then encoded individually by the BERTje model and classified through
a softmax-activated classification layer. Note that in the original paper, candidate event
spans were judged to be one of three predetermined labels: main event, background event, or
no event. Since we wish to directly incorporate the output of the event detection step in our
pipeline end-to-end setup, we forgo the aforementioned distinction between the labels of
main and background events and simply aggregate the mentions predicted as main event
and background event under the common label of event. The reason for this change is that
while the difference between main and background events can be useful for integration
in event-based applications, such as topic detection [52,53] and story segmentation [54],
this distinction serves no real purpose in the context of cross-document event coreference
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resolution, where main events in one document (8) can be background events in another
document (9) and vice versa.

8. [vakbond legt het werk neer op 21 December.]Event−Main EN: Union will strike on
21 December.

9. [De nieuwe staking]Event−Main doet denken aan [de vakbonsacties van December
vorig jaar]Event−Background EN: The new strike is reminiscent of the actions in December
last year.

4.2. Event Coreference Model

As detailed in Section 2, two widely used paradigms exist for resolving coreference
between entities or events: mention-pair and mention-ranking approaches. We opt to
exclusively work with a mention-pair approach in this paper for two reasons. First, it has
been shown in previous work that in event settings, for both English and Dutch, mention-
ranking methods are generally less effective [6,25]. Second, mention-ranking is somewhat
problematic in the context of cross-document coreference resolution, both from a conceptual
and practical point of view. In order to compute a ranking of antecedent mentions, one
needs to establish what the antecedents of a candidate mention are in the first place. This is
impractical in a cross-document setting, as there is no set order for events in a collection of
different documents, and hence no consistent way of generating the antecedent list for a
candidate event mention. While some mention-ranking approaches can partly mitigate this
by constructing a ranking of document partition vectors instead [29], it has been shown
in previous work that extrapolating these models to a cross-document setting can pose
serious scalability issues [25].

The mention-pair algorithm we propose to use as our second step in the end-to-
end event coreference resolution pipeline is conceptually not different from the methods
discussed in Section 2. For each pair of extracted event mentions, a pairwise score is
computed to determine the absence or presence of a coreferential link. We select the MP
BERTje model discussed in De Langhe et al. [25] as our coreference resolution algorithm of
choice. In order to obtain pairwise scores for our extracted event mentions, we first encode
each possible intra-cluster (see Section 3) event pair in the ENCORE dataset. Event mention
pairs are concatenated, tokenized and fed to the BERTje encoder. A special [SEP] token is
inserted between the two event mentions to indicate where one ends and the other begins.
Similar to the event detection task, we use the token representation of the classification
token [CLS] as the aggregate embedding of each event pair, which is subsequently passed
to a softmax-activated classification function. Finally, the results of the binary text pair
classification are passed through a clustering algorithm in order to obtain output in the
form of coreference chains.

Similar to the event detection component, we also experiment with a feature-based
coreference resolution baseline in the form of a gradient-boosted tree algorithm popularly
known as XGBoost [55]. For this approach, we use a collection of lexical similarity features,
such as event span and action similarity based on cosine distance. Additionally, we use
certain discourse and constraining features that have been applied for both English [7]
and Dutch [25] ECR studies. These include time and location matching for the events
pairs, coreferential information on the events’ participants and potential matches for meta-
linguistic event traits, such as their realis and sentiment.

4.3. Experimental Setup and Evaluation

In accordance with existing literature on end-to-end event coreference resolution [6,7],
we evaluate our system directly through the performance of the coreference resolution
component, rather than evaluating each aspect of the pipeline separately. Before presenting
our experimental results, however, two notable aspects of our evaluation strategy are
addressed below.
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4.3.1. Data and Upper Bound

As described in Section 3, we have access to two Dutch large-scale event corpora
(Table 2). Though both corpora comprise event annotations, we train the event detection
component using the same EventDNA data configuration, random seed and hyperpa-
rameter values used in the original paper by Desot et al. [41]. Since no data for Dutch
cross-document event coreference resolution are available other than the ENCORE corpus,
we retrain the MP BERTje coreference model presented in De Langhe et al. [25] using again
an identical setup with respect to splitting the data and hyperparameter optimization. The
evaluation of the entire end-to-end system is exclusively performed on the original held-out
test set of the ENCORE corpus. Table 3 below provides a schematic representation of the
data size configurations used in the respective components and highlights training and
testing portions of the dataset that are actively used in the end-to-end pipeline. Logically,
as hyperparameter configurations were drawn directly from the respective papers for both
components, the development set of ENCORE corpus remained unused for this experiment.

Table 3. Number of events in the train, development and test splits for the EventDNA and ENCORE
corpora. Parts of the training set that are actively used for the training and evaluation of the end-to-
end setup are highlighted in bold.

Training Development Test

EventDNA 5927 741 741
ENCORE 10,785 2312 23,12

A major benefit of training the pipeline components identically to their original imple-
mentation is that there is an upper bound to the performance of the end-to-end algorithm,
being the performance of the MP BERTje coreference model with gold standard events.
End-to-end coreference systems are usually only evaluated through the result of the coref-
erence component, while the event detection task is seen as secondary. The upper bound
presents us with a unique opportunity to evaluate the event detection component in a more
direct fashion, as we have means to directly gauge the impact of certain modifications
in the detection component with respect to the overall upper bound. From an analysis
point of view, this can, in turn, provide valuable insights for improving the event detection
component in future research.

4.3.2. Metrics

Before discussing the results of our end-to-end experiment, it is useful to mention
that coreference resolution is typically evaluated through a series of cluster or link-based
metrics. The choice of which method to use is a point of contention among researchers
investigating coreference resolution, and many different evaluation metrics have been
proposed throughout the years. Usually, an average F1 is computed from three different
metrics (MUC, B3, and CEAF), often referred to as the unified CONLL F1 score [56]. In the
sections below, we briefly discuss the advantages and drawbacks for each of these scores.
Additionally, we also make a case for the inclusion of a more recently proposed evaluation
metric within the CONLL framework.

MUC

The MUC evaluation metric [57] is one of the earliest proposed methods for reliably
evaluating coreference. It is inherently based on the number of missing coreferential
links that need to be inserted in the response clusters in order to match the gold-standard
coreference clusters. A major benefit of the MUC metric is its robustness with respect to
singleton clusters (i.e., mentions that do not have any coreferential links), as singleton
clusters are known to artificially inflate scores when present. While singleton distortion is
kept to a minimum, the metric does not discriminate between different types of errors and
more severe errors are punished as hard as smaller errors [58]. This, in turn, sometimes
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results in scores which do not fully correspond to human judgment and are more difficult
to interpret.

B3

In contrast to the MUC metric, B3 precision and recall are calculated based on correct
entities/events in the response clusters. While the B3 metric addresses several inconsisten-
cies introduced by MUC, it also suffers from singleton distortion due to the entity-based
calculation. Additionally, Pradhan et al. [59] posit that repeated gold entities or events
will boost the scores artificially and subsequently show that this results directly in prob-
lematic cases when dealing with parse trees where an NP node has a single, pronominal,
child. In the latter case, both nodes (i.e., child and NP node) are resolved and result in an
inflated score.

CEAF

The CEAF coreference evaluation metric [60] is based on finding an optimal alignment
between entity/event chains in the system output and corresponding gold-standard chains.
Concretely, the Kuhn–Munkres algorithm is used to align chains of coreferring entities in
key and response based on a given similarity metric. Being an entity-based evaluation,
it suffers from singleton distortion. Even more so than the aforementioned B3 metric, as
in the calculation of the CEAF metric, the total size of the aligned coreference chains is
not taken into account, meaning that a correctly predicted singleton cluster contributes as
much to the final score as a cluster with a large number of entities [61].

LEA

More recently, the link-based entity-aware (LEA) metric was proposed by Moosavi
and Strube [58]. Learning from the shortcomings of the previously discussed metrics, LEA
computes a relative importance for each of the coreferential chains in the output based
on the size of the respective chain. Furthermore, each of the response chains is checked
for a minimal partial overlap (>1) with the gold-standard chains, reducing the influence
of singletons on the overall score. It has to be noted here that recent studies suggest that
singleton mentions can still have an effect, although the distortion is significantly smaller
than for other metrics [62]. We believe that the improvements introduced in the LEA metric
are significant and can help in a more thorough understanding and better interpretation
of research in coreference resolution. We, therefore, will include LEA scores in our own
evaluation of the end-to-end pipeline system.

5. Results

In Table 4, we present the results when experimenting with different feature-based
and transformer-based combinations of both components. In general, scores are slightly
worse, but still comparable, to those obtained in English-language coreference studies
(0.42 CONLL F1 and 0.44 CONLL F1 for span-based transformers in pipeline and joint
architectures, respectively) [6]. As expected, the transformer-based pipeline (bottow row)
significantly outperforms the feature-based baselines for both the CONLL F1 and LEA F1
scores. As is often reported in literature, the LEA F1 scores are generally lower compared
to the CONLL score. If we compare the upper bound (0.59 CONLL F1 and 0.39 LEA) using
gold-standard events with the best score obtained by the transformer pipeline (0.27 CONLL
F1 and 0.08 LEA), there is still considerable room for improvement in the event-detection
component. Nonetheless, the transformer pipeline architecture results in a solid baseline
reference for future work.
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Table 4. Results for the end-to-end pipeline experiment.

Detection Component Coreference Component CONLL F1 LEA F1

CRF XGBoost 0.17 0.04
CRF BERTje 0.21 0.05

BERTje XGBoost 0.22 0.06
BERTje BERTje 0.27 0.08

In the next two sections of this paper, we will present an in-depth analysis of both
components.

6. Analysis and Discussion

The goal of this section is to thoroughly analyze each component in the end-to-end
pipeline. Previous studies in event coreference resolution exclusively focus on architectural
and algorithmic optimization, disregarding detailed error analysis. Nonetheless, we believe
that by analyzing the output of the systems discussed, we can learn valuable information
regarding the errors made in the classification process. Additionally, finding error patterns
in the pipeline can be immensely valuable with respect to future research endeavors.

6.1. Event Detection Component: The Effect of Event Extraction Filtering

In general, we found that the event detection component extracts a significantly larger
number of events (10211) than actually present in the test data (2312). This is due to
the inherent structure and annotation style of the EventDNA corpus on which the event
detection component was trained. As stated in Section 3, the EventDNA corpus is composed
of headers and lead paragraphs from newspaper articles. The ENCORE corpus, on the
other hand, comprises full newspaper articles. Previous analyses of both corpora revealed
that important events are mainly found in the first three sentences of a newspaper article
and at the start of newspaper articles [39,63]. This means that the EventDNA corpus as
a whole is much more dense and rich in events compared to the ENCORE corpus from
which the held-out test set was derived for our experiments. This is also supported by the
comparison given in Table 2. The most trivial explanation for the overgeneration of events
is thus a mismatch between training and testing data in the event detection component.
A logical conclusion would be to state that the EventDNA corpus might not be suited for
full-text newspaper analysis, but should rather be used for the development of applications
which aim to model short and dense texts. In addition, we believe there is another reason
which makes the two corpora less comparable than initially thought. On a fundamental
level, events in coreference studies are usually defined as real-world events with a clear
timespan, location and participants [16]. These informative characteristics are crucial, not
only from a classification point of view, but also with respect to the applications in which
event coreference can be used, such as content-based news recommendation. Events in
detection studies on the other hand tend to only require an action in the form of a verb
to be considered as an event [64]. This is particularly noticeable when examining speech
events. These constitute a class of events which are typically less semantically rich, such as
in Example 10.

10. Fouad Belkacem zegt dat hij zich zal verzetten tegen de uitspraak.
EN: Fouad Belkacem says he will resist the verdict.

While both zeggen/say) and verzetten/resist can be considered as an event here, only
the latter is usually considered in coreference studies. While speech events can be useful
in certain downstream tasks, such as timeline generation [65,66] or automatic summariza-
tion [67], these events hold very little informational value on their own, making them less
optimal both from a data and practical perspective [39]. While speech events are annotated
in the EventDNA corpus, contributing further to its event density, these events were omit-
ted from the ENCORE corpus. Note, however, that for the ENCORE corpus, events of this
type can occasionally be annotated when they constitute important happenings within the
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context of the document. This includes, among others, events such as courtroom verdicts
and speeches.

In order to overcome this overgeneration of events, we gradually applied a set of
rudimentary pruning heuristics to the collection of predicted events for the best CRF and
transformer-based pipeline. This includes the removal of single-token events, events that
are predicted with the background label and the removal of speech events. Table 5 displays
the effects of the various pruning steps on the number of predicted events and the overall
performance of the pipeline model, expressed in CONLL F1 and LEA. In order to gain
insight into how many of the actual gold-standard events are found by the event detection
component, we also included the subset of mapped gold events (bottom row).

Table 5. Effects of pruning heuristics showing the influence on the CONLL and LEA scores as well as
the total number of events extracted.

CRF BERTje

CONLL LEA Events CONLL LEA Events
No_Pruning 0.22 0.05 11089 0.27 0.08 10211
Remove single-token events 0.26 0.07 9581 0.29 0.10 9038
Remove speech events 0.28 0.07 7436 0.32 0.13 7015
Remove background events 0.31 0.13 5722 0.34 0.15 5813
Remove background + speech 0.35 0.20 5008 0.39 0.24 4487
Gold mapped events 0.38 0.22 1968 0.46 0.27 2003

We should note here that if we only consider predicted events that have a mapped
link to a gold-standard event, the overall CONLL and LEA scores move significantly
closer to the established upper bound score of 0.59 and 0.39, respectively. This might
imply that while many of the gold-standard events are indeed found, the noise created
by the overgeneration of events is the main issue in the detection module’s performance.
Simply excluding events predicted with the background label removes a significant number
of events from the pool of predicted events, while providing an increase in the global
CONLL and LEA scores. This might imply that many of the parsed constituents were
simply assigned the background label, where there should have been no event label at
all. Another interesting observation is the noticeable impact of excluding single token
events. This is somewhat unexpected, as the Alpino parser output should correspond
to entire main and subclauses, not single words. This might point to more fundamental
errors with the syntactic parsing of Alpino itself, which are then regrettably propagated
through the end-to-end pipeline. Finally, we can also infer that our initial suspicions
regarding the inclusion of speech events were correct, as removing verbal events from
the predicted events pool also has a positive effect on the classification scores. While it
is self-evident that correcting a mismatch between training and testing data results in a
better overall result, this does, however, open up an interesting discussion with respect
to the interaction between event detection and event coreference studies. The plethora
of annotation schemes, datasets and various definitions of what constitutes events in the
first place greatly hinders the development of the event NLP domain as a whole. Even
within the subfield of event coreference studies, existing datasets are hardly comparable [7].
This in turn creates an environment where benchmarking in general becomes problematic,
either due to the technical effort required to make existing models compatible with different
datasets, or due to the vast conceptual differences between datasets themselves. While
beyond the scope of this paper, these observations do raise the question of whether or not
there is a need for an organized effort in standardizing certain conceptual principles with
respect to the event domain as a whole.

6.2. Event Coreference Component: The Importance of Lexical Similarity in Transformer Models

As stated before, a thorough analysis of the coreference component in the pipeline is
hard. The deep neural architecture of the transformer model prohibits a detailed feature
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analysis, and the interpretation of the classification decision is near impossible. Nonetheless,
there are some interesting aspects of this component which can be addressed in closer
detail. Recent work on event coreference resolution using transformer architectures has
suggested that the applicability of these models is limited, as all classification decisions
are based on outward lexical similarity [68]. Nonetheless, it is generally accepted that
transformer architectures are able to to embed much more information at both the syntactic
and discourse levels of the text [69]. Concretely, this implies that in a mention-pair approach,
an event pair with high lexical similarity between the two mentions will always be classified
as positive, while pairs with a comparatively lower degree of lexical similarity will almost
always be classified as being non-coreferent. This is problematic for two reasons. First,
while the degree of lexical similarity can be an important indicator of coreference, as
suggested by the literature [7], there are still exceptions where the opposite is true, such as
in Example 11, where a high degree of lexical or contextual similarity does not necessarily
result in a coreferential link. Example 12 denotes the comparatively rarer situation where
two mentions that are not lexically similar do refer to the same real-world event. If we
calculate the cosine similarity of the two mention pairs each time, we obtain degrees of
similarity of 0.851 and 0.542 for Examples 11 and 12, respectively.

11. (a) De Franse president Macron ontmoette de Amerikaanse president voor de
eerste keer vandaag. EN: The French president Macron met with the American
president for the first time today.

(b) Frans President Sarkozy ontmoette de Amerikaanse president. EN: French
President Sarkozy met the American president.

12. (a) De partij van Amerikaans president Trump verloor zwaar vandaag. EN: Ameri-
can president Trump’s party lost heavily today.

(b) Trump lacht groen bij de midterms. EN: Sour laughter for Trump at the midterms.

A second reason is that there are many mention pairs with only an average degree of
outward similarity, which a model would then never be able to correctly classify. If this
were indeed the case, a significant portion of coreferring mentions in the dataset cannot
be resolved by current means. This in turn could mean that other paradigms need to
be explored in order to push performance in order to create practical event coreference
resolution systems.

In this section, we propose to test this hypothesis by providing a two-fold analysis of
the outward lexical similarity between event pairs in the coreference classification algorithm.
For each event pair, we embed the mentions using a simple word2vec [70] algorithm and
calculate the cosine distance between them. We then plot a graph in which we calculate the
average classification accuracy between mentions in a series of cosine similarity intervals.
The second part of our analysis consists in visualizing the true positive (TP), true negative
(TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) cases in our evaluation set by plotting the
average cosine distance for each group.

As can be inferred from Figure 3b above, the average cosine distance between mention
pairs is highest for the true positive cases (green bar) and lowest for the true negative
cases (red bar). If we consider the erroneously classified mention pairs, the average cosine
distance is still relatively high for the false positive cases (blue bar), but rather low for the
false negative pairs (orange bar). All of this seems to confirm that also in a transfer setup,
the classification decision for coreference is mostly based on outward lexical similarity
rather than on deeper textual discourse features, the latter being the actual underlying
principles governing coreferential links. Simply put, mentions are classified as coreferent
because they are lexically similar and designated as non-coreferent if they are not. The
bulk of errors are then made on text pairs that are either lexically similar, but not coreferent
(Example 11), or not outwardly similar, but coreferent (Example 12). This is also supported
by the graph in Figure 3a, which shows that the average classification accuracy is highest
in the low-similarity intervals. As our dataset is heavily skewed toward negative examples,
the average classification accuracy is high for non-similar pairs, where the bulk of negative
examples are located. However, the classification accuracy drops significantly for more
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similar text pairs, indicating that many of the cases, such as Example 11, are erroneously
classified as positive.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Lexical similarity analysis of the transformer model’s output. (a) Average accuracy per
similarity interval. (b) Average cosine distances for the best-performing model.

We can further support this argument by plotting the interval graphs for both the
average precision (AP) of positive (coreferent) and negative (non-coreferent) mention pairs.
In both graphs, we calculate for each interval the number of correctly classified pairs for
each class divided by the total number of pairs in that class for that specific interval.

Figure 4 clearly illustrates that the AP for the positive class greatly increases when
similarity is high, while it is lower for non-similar mention pairs, even though these are
actually coreferent. We see a similar, but inverse, trend for the negative class. As a whole,
this might indicate that the best method proposed in this paper (a transformer-based
approach following the mention-pair paradigm) is insufficiently equipped to deal with
more complex coreferential classification decisions. This is in line with earlier research
which has shown that also feature-based methods suffer from this fundamental flaw,
even when structural discourse and argument features are included [7]. If the problem is
indeed inherent to the mention-pair paradigm in general, a general change in approach to
coreference resolution should be taken in future research in order to alleviate the issue and
create coreference algorithms that are well-equipped to deal with all aspects that define
coreferential relations and not just lexical properties.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Average precision per cosine similarity interval for positive and negative pairs. (a) Average
precision for negative pairs. (b) Average precision for positive pairs.

7. Ablation Studies

Based on the above analyses, we can conclude that there are two major problems with
the end-to-end pipeline in its current form. While the development of a new coreference res-
olution paradigm is beyond the scope of this paper, the first problem, event overgeneration,
can be addressed.
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We propose to retrain the entire event detection component by augmenting the original
EventDNA data with the events compiled for the ENCORE corpus. So as to not indirectly
contaminate the detection component with the test set used for evaluating the end-to-end
pipeline, we remove those documents that were used in the held-out test set. By merging
the two datasets, we hope to unify the two event data corpora in the Dutch language
domain and to strike a balance between the two conceptual approaches that were used
when compiling and annotating them. Table 6 compares the effect of retraining the event
detection component using various training data configurations of both corpora. We retrain
both the baseline token-based CRF classifier and the BERTje transformer classification
algorithm. We also add the baseline scores obtained in Section 5 for easy comparison. Like
before, the pipeline is entirely evaluated through the downstream event coreference task.

Table 6. Overview of training the models with different data configurations.

Model and Configuration CONLL LEA

CRFEventDNA 0.22 0.05
BERTjeEventDNA 0.27 0.08
CRFENCORE 0.29 0.10
BERTjeENCORE 0.34 0.16
CRFEventDNA+ENCORE 0.28 0.08
BERTjeEventDNA+ENCORE 0.37 0.18

As expected, retraining the event detection algorithm with the (more consistent) EN-
CORE data provides us with better a better eventual coreference classification score. It
should also be noted that when augmenting the original EventDNA data with the ENCORE
corpus, results are even better. This suggests that corpora with different conceptual anno-
tation schemes may still be compatible to a degree and that the merging of various event
corpora in the same language, but potentially also across languages, may prove useful in
boosting event coreference resolution performance.

Finally, we apply the same pruning heuristics as in Section 6.1 in order to obtain a
better idea of how many of the test set events are detected in the entire pool of predicted
events. Table 7 shows the applied filters for each of the retrained BERTje models.

Table 7. Pruning results for the newly trained models.

ENCORE EventDNA + ENCORE

CONLL LEA # Events CONLL LEA # Events
No_Pruning 0.34 0.16 6481 0.37 0.18 5326
Remove speech events 0.36 0.18 5421 0.41 0.20 4750
Remove background events 0.40 0.21 4809 0.43 0.22 4750
Remove background + Speech 0.44 0.25 4677 0.46 0.26 4159
Gold mapped events 0.52 0.32 2061 0.54 0.36 2183

As can be inferred from Table 7, when only considering the mapped gold-standard
events (bottom row), the coreference resolution score moves closer to the upper bound
(0.54 versus 0.57 CONLL F1), indicating that most of the gold-standard events in the test
set are found. We can also infer that the overgeneration of events remains, albeit to a lesser
degree given that almost half of the superfluous events are not detected when combining
the two corpora—a persistent problem in the event detection component of the pipeline.
However, the fact that most gold-standard events in the test data are found can indicate
that with solid and motivated pruning heuristics, the component can be further optimized
in the future.
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8. Conclusions

In this paper, we reported on the creation of the first end-to-end cross-document event
coreference resolution system for the Dutch language, and set a baseline score, which
can be used as a point of reference in future research. We first gave a broad overview
of existing resources and methodologies in English event coreference studies. We then
merged two prominent algorithms for the respective detection and coreference resolution
of textual events.

In our initial experiment, we trained the event detection component on the Dutch
EventDNA corpus and used the ENCORE coreference corpus for training the coreference
resolution component. Additionally, we set aside part of the ENCORE corpus for the
evaluation of the entire end-to-end setup. Results were consistent with findings for En-
glish language studies. Both the CONLL (0.27) and LEA (0.08) evaluation scores were
understandably lower than the respective upper bound scores (0.59 and 0.39), obtained by
training and testing the event coreference component on gold-standard event data.

We then conducted a thorough analysis of both pipeline components in order to
identify the type of errors that were made in the event detection and event coreference
tasks, respectively. The insights gathered from this error analysis can be used to improve
future research within the field. For the event detection component, we found that most
gold-standard events in the test data were found, but that there was also a significant over-
generation of candidate event mentions. We hypothesized that even though the EventDNA
and ENCORE corpora share many similarities and that their respective annotations do not
differ immensely, the annotation density of the EventDNA data was in part responsible
for this. We tested our hypothesis by gradually pruning the output of the event detection
component, based on our knowledge of the respective annotation strategies, and found
that with logically motivated pruning heuristics, we could drastically improve the output
scores of the end-to-end system as a whole. Additionally, in Section 7, we found that
retraining the event detection algorithm using the EventDNA and a previously unused
part of the ENCORE data also positively influenced the result. Nonetheless, it is apparent
that merging event detection and event coreference corpora for the creation of end-to-end
systems should be done with an eye for the respective methodologies and philosophy
with which they were designed, especially given the many methodologies in existence, as
extensively described in Sections 2 and 3. The event coreference resolution component in
the pipeline was investigated by performing a more fine-grained analysis of the individual
mention pairs. Previous research has suggested that much like the feature-based methods
of the past, transformer-based mention-pair classification is primarily routed in simple
lexical similarity, even though BERT-based models are known to be able to model certain
syntax and discourse features in other tasks. By calculating cosine similarity between
various mention pairs, we found that lexical similarity is indeed the prime feature used in
transformer-based coreference classification. While the mention-pair paradigm presently
still obtains state-of-the-art scores in many coreference-based tasks, the observations in
Section 6 might indicate that in the future, certain cases of coreferring mentions (i.e., those
with high similarity but no coreference and those with low similarity but coreference)
will remain highly problematic. It is possible that this can be mitigated by going back to
mention-ranking and easy-first paradigms used in the past, as the ability to model cluster
and wider discourse information between coreferent mentions can be a valuable asset in
this regard.

In future research, we will devote ourselves to further improving the benchmark
score presented in this paper and improve upon the various components in the end-to-
end pipeline. Additionally, we will follow the lead of English-language research in event
coreference resolution and investigate the possibility of extrapolating the various joint
learning and joint inference approaches to the Dutch language domain.
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